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A note from the editors 
 
Dear Reader,  
 
This is the first edition of the psychology newsletter and we 
hope to follow it with further ones.  
 
In this edition, attachment and psychopathology are included 
to help with Psychology A level students but new topics have 
also been introduced for anyone wishing to broaden their 
knowledge.  
 
We hope that students and parents from all years can enjoy 
and learn something interesting from this newsletter. 
 
Look out for Issue 2 covering topics such as sleep and why we 
dream. 
 
Thank you for reading! 
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Attachment and Upbringing 
 

Genie the Feral Child by Lucy P 
 
Genie’s case became known to the public in 1970 in Los Angeles. 
She had spent almost her entire childhood locked in a bedroom, 
isolated and abused for over a decade, she was 13 when she was 
discovered. Genie’s case was one of the first to put the critical 
period theory to the test. The critical period theory states that this 
period is the time in which an attachment must form if it is to form 
at all. According to John Bowlby, this is around two years.  
 
Both parents were charged with abuse, but Genie’s father 
committed suicide the day before he was due to appear in court. 
When she was discovered, she was completely deprived. She had spent most 
of her days tied naked to her potty chair only able to move her hands and feet. 
Her family rarely spoke to her and the parents had had several children but 
most of them died of child neglect. The rare times her father did interact with 
Genie, it was aggressive and he would beat her if she ever made a noise. 
 
News of Genie’s story spread, drawing attention from the public and the 
scientific community. The case was important for psychologists as child 
deprivation studies are unethical to carry out therefore the people who find 
themselves in such situations are all psychologists have to go on. With such 
high interest in Genie’s case, uncertainty arose about what should be done 
with her. It was decided that a team of psychologists and language experts 
would begin the process of rehabilitation. 
 
The National Institute of Mental Health provided funding for scientific research 
on Genie’s case. When they first met her, she weighed just 59 pounds. She was 
unable to straighten her arms and legs. She was unable to speak so in her 
initial assessments, she scored the equivalent to a one year old. Linguist Susan 

Curtiss attempted to teach her English and 
challenge her mental abilities. Curtiss soon 
found that Genie was highly intelligent and 
able to tell sophisticated stories using 
pictures. However, she remained unable to 
produce grammatical sentences and hence 
struggled with language. 
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In the brain, the Wernicke’s area and Broca’s area are 
responsible for language. The Wernicke’s area is involved in 
understanding speech and other communicative signals. The 
Broca’s area is mainly in charge of producing grammatical 
sentences.  
 
Genie’s case confirms that there is a certain window in which 
you can become relatively fluent in a language. Once one 
language has been learnt, then the brain is already primed to 
learn a new language and so several languages can be learnt. 
However, if you have no experience with grammar, it is 
difficult to learn a language later on in life due to the fact the 
Broca’s area is hard to change. The abilities to understand language and 
produce very basic language on your own does rely on grammar and makes 
use of the Wernicke’s area. This area of the brain is capable of expanding and 
can be rewritten throughout life. Genie’s case was a huge breakthrough for 
this, grammar was beyond reach for her but understanding and storytelling 
were not. 
 
 

The Nature vs Nurture Debate by Libby H 
 
Nature versus nurture is an ongoing debate in psychology, which involves the 
extent to which aspects of behaviour come from inheritance or whether it has 
been acquired or learned. The debate consists of discussions on how our 
personalities and cognitive traits occur. 
 
People who believe that nature is the only factor that 
affects human behaviour are called Nativists. They 
believe this as it is very well known that physical 
features like eye colour, pigmentation of skin and some 
diseases are inherited from our parents and are all 
features in our DNA, so why would our behaviours and 
personalities not be. Nativists assume that all 
characteristics of the human species as a whole are a 
product of evolution and differences between us are only due to our unique 
genetic code from our parents. Their approach to behaviours and traits that 
are only shown in later life and not at birth is that they are a product of 
maturation, not due to the environment and the people we are around. This 
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theory revolves around the idea of a ‘body clock’ which develops personalities 
in a pre-determined way. 
On the other hand, people who believe strongly in the nurture side of the 
debate are called Empiricists. Their explanation for behaviour and cognitive 
traits is that it is learnt throughout our lives as we are born with a mind that is 
tubula rasa (a blank slate) that is gradually ‘filled’ as a result of experience. 
Empiricists assume that it is the way that our parents or carers bring us up that 
affects our behaviours, as seen by people that have had childhoods where 
their parents are not looking after them full time due to their jobs, who are 
more likely to have different behaviours and personalities than their parents 
due to them learning it from other people.  
 
However, in reality, both sides of the argument are mainly accepted. For 
example, psychologists have been trying to understand 
where the behaviours of psychopaths come from as 
there can be both nature and nurture aspects. This is 
due to there being a specific gene (MAOA) that is linked 
to aggressive and violent behaviour, and many accounts 
of psychopathic criminals having a bad upbringing in 
which their parents were not always around or they 
were not very caring or supportive. For example, 
Edmund Kemper is an infamous serial killer who had a very toxic relationship 
with his mother, who would often belittle, humiliate and abuse him – 
favouring the nurture side of the debate. However, criminals like Jeffrey 
Dahmer and Theodore Bundy had relatively normal childhoods, whereby no 
major trauma had occurred – favouring the nature argument. 
So when explaining peoples’ behaviours, psychologists normally accept both 
arguments of the nature versus nurture debate as each individual and case 
differ. 
 
 

The Effects of Birth Order by Eloise A 
 
Have you ever wondered why you are so different to your siblings? For 
example, is your little brother/sister way too chatty or really lazy? Or is your 
older sibling really bossy? Maybe you have a middle sibling who’s always 
showing off? All of these things can be explained by birth order.  
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First born children tend to be driven to strive for success and achievement in 
work and education, and more motivated to protect and help others around 
them. They generally have better concentration and focus more on work than 
social relationships.  
 
Middle children often feel the need for 
competition, they may spend their time 
trying to catch up or surpass their older 
siblings. They may be more excitable, 
demanding and attention seeking however 
they are also more responsible and capable 
socially. They are often predicted to be very successful and talented in 
education work and sports due to their competitive nature. 
 
Last born children tend to get away with the most and are always considered 
the baby in the family. They aren’t so driven towards work and are more 
interested in maintaining good social relationships. This may be because they 
lack the confidence to try and catch up with their older sibling(s). They tend to 
be light-hearted and playful however fear that they may not be taken seriously 
and this could lead to low self-esteem.  
 
Does this sound like you or your siblings? 

 
This theory was first suggested by Alfred 
Adler who was an Austrian psychiatrist, he 
claimed that birth order influences 
friendship, love and work due to the 
relationships between siblings and their 

parents. As mentioned the first borns desire to regain the attention lost when 
the second born came along, the second borns competitive drive to catch up 
with or surpass their older sibling through fear of being overlooked and even 
the social drive in the last born as there is less pressure for achievement. 
 
The influence of birth order on personality is a controversial issue in 
psychology. Among the general public it is widely accepted however many 
psychologists dispute this. There are always going to be extraneous variables in 
the research of this as, not all parents treat their children the same, not all 
children may have the same worries for success or attention. This means the 
effects of birth order may never be confirmed nor denied.  So, what do you 
believe?  
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Attachment Crossword 
 

 
 
Across 

 
1. This attachment style shows low willingness to explore, is distressed at 

separation but seeks & rejects at reunion 
3. This person carried out a study of attachment in Japan 
5. The operant conditioning argues that attachment develops as a result of this 
7. This couple carried out a longitudinal study in 1989 of children who had 

never formed attachments 
10. This person developed the temperament hypothesis in 1984 
11. This is the term for when an infant has not formed any attachments at all 
16. This attachment style shows high willingness to explore & high stranger 

anxiety but is easy to soothe & shows enthusiastic reunion behaviour 

1 2
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18. This was the man who first developed attachment theory 
20. This is the term for the idea that there is a link between early attachment 

experiences and those in childhood & adulthood 
21. The surname of the couple who studied various young children who 

underwent short-term separations 
24. This person argued that children have multiple attachments not just one 
26. How many days did John spend in the residential nursery while his mother 

was in hospital? 
28. This man's study showed that goslings imprint on the first thing they see 
29. The type of study carried out by Van Ijzendoorn & Kroonenberg 
30. The term for the disruption of attachment, often caused by separation 
31. This person carried out a study of attachment in Israeli kibbutzim 
 
Down 

 
2. This is the term for the idea that it is a child's personality characteristics 

which shape maternal responsiveness 
4. The classical conditioning explanation argues that attachment develops 

through this 
6. Ainsworth carried out naturalistic observations of mothers & infants in 

which country in the 1950s? 
8. This is the term for the model of relationships which infants form through 

their attachment experiences & which acts as a template for future 
relationships 

9. The age at which Genie was found 
12. This man's study on rhesus monkeys found that they preferred contact to 

comfort to food 
13. This is the idea that attachment occurs, and is the same, in all cultures 
14. This attachment style shows low stranger anxiety, is indifferent to 

separation, and avoids contact at reunion 
15. These are the behaviours such as smiling, reaching out & crying, and which 

elicit caregiving 
17. This couple studied attachment in Germany 
19. This is the term for when an infant has one primary attachment 
22. The age at which the Czech twins were found 
23. Bowlby gave this name to the limited time period in which attachments 

develop 
25. Bowlby argued that the drive to form attachments is this 
27. Classical conditioning is based on the ideas of whom? 

Answers in the next issue 
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Neuroscience 
 
How does risk-taking change a teenager’s brain? By Anna O 
 
Kashfia Rahman, a psychology and neuroscience student at Harvard University 
has been asking this question since being a high school student. She always 
pondered while observing her peers taking part in risk-taking activities – why 
can we, as young people, be so knowledgeable and responsible during school 
and in relation to social issues but so daring and seemingly irrational while 
decision making? It isn’t surprising that young people from the ages of 13 to 18 
are more likely to risk take than adults, but why is this? Is it simply because 
their brains are still maturing? 
 
Rahman set out to study this in the humble laboratory of her high school 
library where 86 students from her high school took part in the experiment 
aged 13-18. The participants completed a decision 
making simulation to measure risk taking comparable 
to those in the real world, like drug use. Using an 
electroencephalography headset, she measured the 
different emotional responses experienced by her 
participants such as attention, excitement, fear and 
much more. Each teen did this twelve times each over 
three days, to see how the risk taking behaviours and 
emotions would change through repetition. 
 
The results pointed in an unprecedented direction – a teen’s brain without 
complete maturation wasn’t the only thing to blame these reckless behaviours 
on. The study showed that emotions associated with risk-taking, such as guilt, 
fear and attention peaked on the students’ first exposure to the simulation, 

enforcing their self-control and unwillingness to 
participate. However, after more exposure to this, the 
participants showed less signs of fear and stress and 
more of interest or excitement in thrill-seeking activities. 
This process is known as habituation, physically changing 
the teen brain to become more comfortable and 
desensitised to risky choices after repetition. 
This research not only reached international acclaim by 
winning first prize in the Intel International Science and 
Engineering fair, but Rahman’s work was also recognised 
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by National Institutes on Drug Abuse and the American Psychological 
Association. Not only does this have real life applications on changes to 
parenting and teenager behaviour, but it just goes to show that even with 
basic resources and only peers as lab rats Rahman produced a widely 
recognised study as a high school student – this could be you! 
 
 

What does caffeine really do to your brain? By Katie T 
 
Research has shown that consuming more than 500-600 mg of caffeine a day 
may lead to insomnia, nervousness, restlessness, irritability, an upset stomach, 
a fast heartbeat and even muscle tremors.  
 
Despite all the fuss made about caffeine and sleeping, there’s little evidence 
that it’s a problem. 
It’s not just poor sleep, because people think caffeine is at least a bit bad for 
them, they blame all kinds of non-specific problems on it: headaches, bad 
night’s sleep, feeling jittery, and so on. 
Researchers sometimes give people placebos and tell them they’ve had 
caffeine. People subsequently claim to have slept badly, developed headaches 
and all the rest. Proving caffeine does not actually have an effect on everyone 
but people tend to blame caffeine for a bad night’s sleep.  
 
It might seem mad to have a cup of coffee and then go 
for a nap. But if you’re sleep deprived, this may be the 
answer. Studies have tried giving tired people 200mg of 
caffeine, then telling them to take a nap. The caffeine 
plus the nap often has a positive effect on performance. 
In other words the caffeine improves performance 
above the nap on its own. Caffeine is thought to boost 
energy levels because of its effect on adenosine, a 
chemical that promotes sleep. When you feel tired, 
adenosine circulates through your body in high amounts. 
After you fall asleep, adenosine levels begin to drop. 
Caffeine competes with adenosine for receptors in your brain. So while 
caffeine doesn’t decrease adenosine in your body as sleep does, it prevents 
this substance from being received by your brain. Therefore, you feel less 
drowsy. However, research to support this theory is limited.  
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There is some suggestion in the research that caffeine can help reduce pain. If 
you’ve got a headache, for example, then studies suggest that paracetamol 
plus caffeine will provide better pain relief than paracetamol alone. Caffeine 
additives make medication 40% more effective it also helps the body absorb 
medications more quickly, allowing the patient to feel relief sooner. By adding 
caffeine and taking less medication, the patient reduces the risk for potential 
side effects and reduces the risk of habitual or addictive usage. 
 
The bottom line is, moderate amounts of caffeine appear not to be harmful, 
and a moderate intake of caffeine may even bring health benefits.  

 
 

Psychopathology 
 
Does Bipolar Disorder control your life? By Holly C 
 
Throughout the latter half of the last century and the beginning of this one, on 
the whole, we as a society have been trying our hardest to eradicate the taboo 
behind mental illnesses; yet as we welcome our second decade into the 21st 
century we are still struggling to accept the facts that fellow peers who are not 
considered mentally healthy can still work, live and enjoy life just like everyone 
else. 
 
Misconceptions are a prominent challenge of many disorders such as 
obsessive-compulsive or bipolar disorders. Bipolar is a spectrum which is 
known but not yet accepted in this working society. “If my colleagues knew I 
was bipolar, I fear that I would never again be taken seriously, that I would be 
viewed as the ‘impaired’ physician who, at the display of passion or emotion, 
would be seen as having an ‘episode,’” a quote from Dr Flala, a physician 
whom has bipolar disorder yet has only told 
a handful of people. Those diagnosed with 
bipolar are afraid of letting friends, peers 
and most people in their everyday life know, 
this counteracts their ability to feel accepted 
into society. If someone can successfully 
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balance their work life, social life and mental disorder, they should be praised 
rather than scolded.  
 
High-functioning bipolar disorder isn’t the result 
of 'overcoming' bipolar; it is those who are 
working with the disorder to create mechanisms 
for themselves to suppress, workaround or justify 
their emotions in stressful situations. One website 
on Bipolar disorder states “High-functioning does 
not necessarily indicate that someone on the bipolar spectrum is better or 
healthier-it simply means that these people have learned how to manage their 
symptoms to create the appearance of normality, even when normality is far 
from their experience". Medicines such as mood stabilisers and psychological 
treatment like talking therapy are available and being used to help those 
struggling, these treatments are only going to improve with the goal being, 
those diagnosed can integrate themselves into the world around them without 
being fearful of being seen as abnormal. 
 
Mentally healthy or just maintaining daily functions? The question up for 
debate doesn't need an answer and should only be discussed with the 
individual and whomever they choose. Everyone has struggles and challenges, 
not all on the same scale but still situations that we try to live with. If a 
colleague or peer has Bipolar Disorder, this does not limit their abilities or 
potential but shows how far they've worked to not let their disorder control 
them; if anything, we should be inspired by them. 

 
Dissociative Identity Disorder by Anna N 
 
Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID), also known as 
multiple personality disorder, is characterised by a 
person’s identity fragmenting into 2 or more distinctive 
personality states. People with this condition are often 
victims of severe abuse.  
 
DID reflects a failure to join different parts of identity, 
memory and consciousness into a single self. When in 
control, each personality state, or alter, may be 
experienced as if it has its own history, self-image and 
identity. The alters’ characteristics, including name, age, gender, vocabulary, 
general knowledge and mood, contrast with those of the primary identity. 
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Certain circumstances or stressors can cause a particular alter to emerge. The 
various identities may deny knowledge of one another, be critical of one 
another or appear to be in open conflict.  
 
People with DID might report hearing voices (a child’s voice or 
the voice of a spiritual power), and in some cases, the voices 
accompany streams of thought that the individual has no 
control over. The individual might also experience sudden 
impulses or strong emotions that they don’t feel control or a 
sense of ownership over.  
 
A lady called Christine Sizemore has 22 personalities; she was 
recounted in 1957 with a film and book, both under the same name ‘The Three 
Faces of Eve’. In 1977, twenty years later, Caroline Sizemore (the 22nd 
personality to emerge in ‘Eve’) described her experiences in a book titled ‘I’m 
Eve’. Although Christine Sizemore, known as ‘Eve’, developed a total of 22 
personalities, only three could exist at one time; for a new one to emerge, an 
existing personality would have to ‘die’.  
 
 

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy or Drug Therapy? By Emma H 
 
A lot of the time people suffering from a mental 
illness are prescribed medication, called drug 
therapy, which supresses the effects but is this 
the most effective way of dealing with it or is 
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) better?  
 
CBT is where a patient undergoes talk therapy 
to change the way they think and behave. It is 
most commonly used to treat anxiety and 
depression but can be used for other mental and physical health problems by 
aiming to deal with overwhelming problems in a more positive way by 
breaking them down into smaller sections.  
 
On the other hand, drug therapy is simply treatment that involves drugs e.g. 
for psychological disorders they usually affect neurotransmitter levels. These 
can be seen as effective as they do show results of effects being reduced. 
However, if the patient has to depend on them for the rest of their life due to a 
mental illness, then they can be expensive in the long run whereas CBT – 
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although initially more expensive – could be more 
cost effective in the long run as the sessions the 
patient carried out taught them life-long coping 
mechanisms and thought processes to combat 
their thinking and behaviour patterns. 
 
A disadvantage of CBT is that for it to be the most 
effective, the patient has to fully commit to the 
sessions which can be very time consuming. Additionally, it may not be 
suitable for people with more complex mental health issues or people that 
have family problems as it focuses on the person’s ability to change 
themselves. 
 
To summarise, drug therapy is more effective in reducing and suppressing 
unwanted thoughts and behaviours whereas CBT can be seen as ‘better’ for 
long term use as then the patient is not dependent on drugs to cope and they 
have learnt coping mechanisms that can be shared with others. 
 

Split – a summary of the film by Paulinka P 
 
Split tells the story of Kevin, a man suffering with the 23 
unique personalities that define his condition, dissociative 
identity disorder. The movie is centred around how Kevin 
is dealing with these personalities, each on being 
mentally, emotionally, psychologically and in some cases 
even physically different from all the others. Some of 
these personalities are more concerning than others, and 
the story begins when one particularly dangerous 
alternate takes the spotlight and makes Kevin drawn to 
kidnap 3 teenage girls and hold them captive. Throughout 
the movie, several of Kevin’s personalities are introduced 
through unique clothing, voices and preferences. We first get introduced to 
one of his most dangerous alters, “Dennis”, he is presented as strict and 
intimidating. This alter also has obsessive compulsive disorder, and because of 
this everything has to be clean and exactly how he wants it to be. Another 
dangerous alter we meet in the movie is “Patricia”, a woman who is often 
shown wearing a dress with heels and who speaks in a British accent. She acts 
as a strict motherly figure to the kidnapped girls.  
Rating – 15. Definitely one to see if you haven’t already. 
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Abnormality Word search 
 

Z R Z Q Y L Y Z T I A J D J S X S K A D M K N E Y 
N R I V X U K G O T M N B F L T P I B E Q G E B E 
O D U E R F X P K I G Q Y M Y V M R N V X S Q A W 
I F X J Y P E I P C V N Z Z I O D T O S L V W M N 
T W T S I R U O I V A H E B P Q A F R S U V I X R 
C S V I A S H D G J L C H L W L Z U M E L Y A O J 
E S O N Y O F R N E T W Y P H H A L A V C U U E T 
F B T Y A C T U O Q N J D E L Y J H L I Q Y Q W E 
N P L R S I S G I R J E A O P E H U M T S Q I J V 
I J A T N A H S T I T L T V P Y G A G I K O E H R 
K P C S C L Q E C O T M R I Y M N P K N S K L X J 
B W I I U L Y C E H C T L P C Y I S T G U C A V Z 
K Y S M T E B M J G S E A M D F F R S O R B U M X 
D I S E D A R H O N Z R K O R R A G Y C L F X W I 
D M A H E R W E R N E W H R I M I C S V Y F E L S 
I O L C L N H A P H O C D Y U P L M T H C N S I M 
D N C O W I C V T R Y C E X G C U L E O Z G O X R 
W F N I F N B N P S E P E X U R R R M U R Q H A O 
V T P B K G O D P S V S V N S G E D A M C S C W N 
N O I T A I V E D E Y D S K E I S X T P X T Y Z L 
A K U B S J I R V U P H P I B K K P I S I X S O A 
O A E R E D I R S K C S H D O Q O C C U F G P J I 
R C E P M L B H P C P T A R T N L T I S R L C F C 
K V Z W Q V Y R E G R U S O H C Y S P K R D P B O 
A F E I B A U C N O I T A Z I T I S N E S E D V S 

Words to find: 
 
ABNORMAL 
AVERSION THERAPY 
BECK 
BEHAVIOURIST 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
CLASSICAL 
COGNITIVE 
DESENSITIZATION 
DEVIATION 
DRUGS 
ECT 
FAILURE 
FREUD 
GENETIC FACTORS 
INFECTION 
MENTAL HEALTH 
 
 

OPERANT 
PROJECTION 
PSYCHODYNAMIC 
PSYCHOSEXUAL 
PSYCHOSURGERY 
REPRESSION 
SIT 
SOCIAL LEARNING 
SOCIAL NORMS 
SYSTEMATIC 
TOKEN ECONOMY 
 
 
Answers in the next issue  
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